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Foreword

More than 500 million children across developing
Asia will, in the coming years, be connected to the
rest of the planet with devices no bigger than the
palms of their hands. They will have instant access
to information, people, languages and cultures, and
will learn things never heard of by the generations
coming before them. How will this happen? How
will this tiny gateway open them up to the rest of
the world? What will our children experience? What
will they learn? Will they be safe? Will it make them
happy? Will it change their lives?
This book is for the hundreds of millions of families
across Asia who have been asking themselves these
questions or who may soon begin asking them. It is
for the hundreds of millions of families who hope
that a world of opportunities and better lives await
them and their children.
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This book is for both the optimists and skeptics who
might feel uninformed or confused by the great and
rapid changes they are witnessing in the world around
them - through new medicine, schools, farming,
banking, and technology - and who wonder where
it comes from, where it is going and how they can
learn more.
This book is for anyone who has never been
connected, who may have heard of something called
“the internet,” mobile phones, “connectivity,” but
don’t know where to learn more or how it all fits into
their lives.
This book is the beginning of that conversation.

CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
to the internet

Believe it or not, once upon a time, we relied on post,
radio, television, print publications, and hardbound
encyclopedias to connect with the world and to
research information. To connect with one another,
we could only rely on the connections made within
our closed circles – friends, family, and the local
community around us. And then the internet was born,
and we became an interconnected global community
that opened windows onto the world. Our lives were
never the same again.
Some countries have had internet for more than 20
years now, and for many of us, today the internet feels
like our friend. Linking the entire planet together,
the internet is a vast resource for connecting us all

together. We can use it for all kinds of things like
studying for school projects, keeping in touch with
our friends, bridging the gaps between generations,
learning how to make popular recipes, selling
handmade wares, watching popular entertainment
or getting directions when we are lost. The internet
allows us to search for job opportunities, find
instructions on how to complete projects, manage
our money, go shopping in other countries, research
school assignments, publish our thoughts on online
journals or “blogs,” and learn about all sorts of things
that we never thought we could.
The internet now makes the world a smaller place at
the touch of a button.

Warmest wishes, safe surfing and happy learning,
TELENOR GROUP
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How to use the
internet – the right way

Using the internet to learn
and search for information

Using the internet to
connect with one another

Using the internet for
entertainment

Using the internet to create
opportunities

We can now use the internet to find information on
just about anything. Really. Using search engines
such as Google and Bing, we can type in a word or
search phrase, and pages of indexed information
on that subject pop up right in front of us. Through
instructional videos on websites such as YouTube, we
can learn how to cook a new recipe or how to fold a
paper airplane. We can find information quickly, get
weather warnings, food prices, research historical
information, watch live cameras all over the world,
and check out photos from places we dream of.

By email, social networking, chat, social media, online
forums, VoIP programs, and more, we are globally
connected now more than ever, having the ability
to feel connected to everyone on the planet no
matter where you are. In Bangladesh and Myanmar,
mobile classrooms connect qualified teachers to rural
communities, and the use of video chat can connect
qualified doctors to patients in remote communities.
Simply put, the internet is an amazing tool to bring
together communities that otherwise would have
limited access to each other.

TV, radio, games and the internet were once separate
things. Now, the internet brings them all together in
one powerful place. Internet entertainment can be
found through YouTube, streaming media, embedded
media like Windows Media Player and iTunes, online
media, digital media receivers like Apple TV, Roku,
Xbox, and Playstation.

Using sites like LinkedIn, Etsy, Amazon, Craigslist,
Blogger and many others can create potential
job opportunities, shopping and online sales
opportunities, and the opportunity to publish articles
in your own voice.
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So now, not only is the world’s information ours to
access at the touch of a button, but our voices are
for the world to hear at the touch of a button as well.
All because of the internet.
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Why should I talk to my
kids about the internet?

Because knowledge is power
In a world that is constantly changing, we understand
that our kids are now growing up faster than ever
before. In this super-wired age, we can help to avoid
pitfalls by keeping one step ahead of the exploding
internet boom. By teaching ourselves to learn the best
ways to inform our children, we can protect them from
some of the risks of being globally interconnected:
the dangers of misusing the internet.

Avoiding stranger danger
Connecting with strangers through social media
networks can sometimes be risky for our children if
they make the wrong connections. As there is no real
way to determine whether a person’s social profile is
actually who they say they are, we can arm ourselves
and our children with the knowledge of when an
online connection or relationship turns dangerous
to avoid trusting those who may be online predators.
The best way to keep track is to make sure you know
who all of your children’s social media connections
are. The age at which a child should be allowed to
have a social media profile is up to every parent to
decide, but from that point on, you should have a
good handle of who your kids are “friends” with online.
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If they’re not relatives, if you don’t know them from
your kids’ school, or through other families you know
in your community, then they deserve a second look.

Truth: Once something goes online, it is
incredibly difficult to delete
Although it may seem that we can delete online posts
because they appear invisible, the posted information
has already been loaded onto the internet. Once
something is online, it is online forever. In a spurof-the-moment rant or instant post of ourselves
doing something ridiculous at a party, there’s no
real ‘undo’ or ‘delete’ button to push. The images
and text posted can turn criminal, harming others
or even ourselves, as these can turn viral in a matter
of seconds. Images can be misused, altered, and
even shared within inappropriate networks, so
it’s important to think before posting. Too often,
surveys about kids’ and teens’ attitudes about the
internet show that a majority is not concerned with
the invasion of their privacy or the anonymity of the
person they interact with.
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Cyberbullying
What may seem harmless online to us can actually be
troublesome for others. Thinking about how we “talk”
to each other online and how we use the internet to
connect with others can help us determine between
something that is cyberbullying behavior and what
is socially acceptable online.
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In Malaysia, a 2014 nationwide survey, which could
someday be very representative of the rest of
Asia, found that half of children are unsupervised
when online. And today, as many as one in four
schoolchildren reported that they had been bullied
online, with children aged 13 to 15 being bullied the

most. Online harassment is also high – nearly three
in every four kids say that they experience it. It was
defined in the survey as calling other children mean
names, posting improper messages and inappropriate
photos. Perhaps most worrisome? Two-thirds of
children feel that sending improper SMS-es, posting
inappropriate photos, and pretending to be someone
else is NOT cyberbullying. Cyberbullies often do not
realize the consequences of their actions or that they
might be cyberbullies themselves.
Examples from across the world may also be
important to know about in Asia. A UK study in 2013
studied more than 2,000 British teens and found that
seven in 10 young people between ages 13 and 22
have experienced cyberbullying. One in five of those
teens consider theirs to have been extreme cases. In
a 2014 survey of 10,000 youths, more than half of
young people “reported that they have experienced
cyberbullying” using Facebook.

But it doesn’t have to stay like this. In the USA, a 2011
Harvard School of Health study showed that schools
that have anti-bullying programs reduced bullying
by half, with the worst at middle school (usually
between ages 11 and 14).
And in Norway, more good news. In 2009, Telenor
Norway and partners created a national program
against cyberbullying. It reached hundreds of
schools and tens of thousands of students, giving
kids, parents and teachers information on how to
prevent cyberbullying. Results since then? Three
out of every four kids who took part say that they
now have what they need to know in order to avoid
bullying via mobile phone and the internet.
Goes to show what a difference simple conversations
– at home and at school – can make!
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Online sales fraud and identity
theft of personal information
We instinctively know when something seems too good to be true, but sometimes we need
a little help sorting through the mass of information. Salespeople are trained to be
incredibly effective in their sales pitch, but sometimes it isn’t really clear whether buying
something online is acceptable or not. Teaching ourselves and our children to spot
potentially fraudulent activities online can help save us from theft, wasting our money,
and sparing us the headaches. Questioning where and when we share our personal
information – photos, credit card and bank account numbers, and addresses – can save
us from having other people falsely use our personal information.

Virus attacks and malware threats

Age-inappropriate content

Opening ourselves up to the vast internet also opens
ourselves up to hackers and virus malware that can
plague our computers, devices, and important files.
Virus programs usually appear to be harmless links;
learning how to avoid these will help keep our devices
and computers healthy.

We get that our kids are curious beings. It’s what
makes them so great. But be aware that online
content may be unregulated content, depending
on where you live. Adult content can often be easily
found by little fingers with unrestricted access, so it’s
a must to educate our children about what is okay and
what is definitely not okay. Have a discussion with your
children about accessing content, whether through
the internet, gaming, social media, and related apps
that highlight alcohol and drug use, and pornography.
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So, what are the popular internet
apps and websites that parents
should be aware of?

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

YouTube

Considered the largest social networking site on the
internet, Facebook’s global reach enables its users to
share posts, images, notes, and even purchase some
items online. Facebook is a great way to keep up with
friends and family, and the ability to connect to those
around the world make using the app rewarding.
Parents should be aware that users younger than
13 years of age should automatically have a private
profile, so it’s important to be truthful in setting up
the user profile to prevent unwelcome Facebook
friend requests.

Twitter is a micro-blogging site where users post
brief messages known as tweets, which are no longer
than 140 characters. Users can also follow others’
tweets. It’s popular by teens who enjoy tweeting
about celebrity news as well as tidbits about their
own personal lives. Parents should be aware that even
though tweets can be kept private, many teens have
public accounts where public tweets are normal. Talk
to them about what they post and how quickly a post
can spread. Updates appear immediately, and even
though tweets can be quickly deleted, someone may
already have read – and even screen-captured – the
post. So, kids should be very careful not to tweet or
post a picture in the heat of the moment.

The app that everyone is using might actually be
promoting a toxic mix of narcissism and insecurity for
your kids. Most of the photos posted on Instagram
are selfies – images of the user taken by friends or by
themselves. ‘Followers’ of the user can view, ‘like’ the
image or video, and leave a comment. The latter can
get terribly explicit and mean, since teens are posting
photos of themselves in swimsuits, underwear, or even
full on nudity. All of these are related to self-esteem
problems, and are taken in the hope that their photo
will garner ‘likes’ and positive comments from friends
and strangers.

YouTube is not only the best-known site for watching
and sharing videos, it is also one of the most popular
sites on the internet. From corporate training videos
to pop music hits and cat videos, you and your kids
can find virtually anything on YouTube. To upload
videos, you must be at least 13 – the minimum age
for creating a Google account (which connects to
YouTube), as required by the Children’s Online Privacy
Protection act in the US. YouTube guidelines prohibit
sex, nudity, violence, harassment, illegal acts, hate
speech and other inappropriate content, but a video
can technically meet these guidelines and still be
provocative and unsuitable for minors. Parents should
be mindful of their kids viewing or posting unsuitable
material. With guidance, YouTube can be an enriching
space for education and entertainment. YouTube Kids
is an app specially designed for younger children.
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Tinder

Yik Yak

Snapchat

Kik Messenger

Although intended for the 17+ crowd, Tinder’s privacy
policy allows kids 13 and older to register for its “fun
way to connect” with people located in an area near
the user. Tinder is known mainly for being a dating
tool for “hook ups”, and profile pictures are rife
with images meant for the more mature. Parents
of younger users should be aware that the geolocation and anonymity features of Tinder could
enable harassment and could make stalking easier
for online predators.

An “anonymous social wall for any thing and
everything,” all Yik Yak users are anonymous, making
those who post almost impossible to track. Yik Yak’s
news feed is entirely controlled by users who can
vote for the popularity of the post. Although the
app is targeted toward university students aged 17+,
younger users have used it to post hurtful comments
and threats.

Snapchat is intended for users older than 12. Snapchat
users can send photos and videos that disappear
within 10 seconds once they are received, making it
a popular way to share inappropriate content. Users
believe their images cannot be saved or sent virally,
but it’s important to note that Snapchat pics don’t
completely disappear from the user’s device.

Targeted to the 17+ crowds, there is no age verification
to download Kik Messenger, an instant messenger
app using a username rather than the user’s own
phone number. Because of the perceived level of
anonymity of Kik, “sexting” (sending explicitly sexual
text messages) and cyberbullying are rife within
this app.

Voxer

WhatsApp

Vine

Shots of Me

Users as young as four years old can download this
walkie-talking app to exchange voice messages,
making Voxer an immediate social connection
platform. However, because messages can be
recorded, cyberbullies can be even more hurtful
when recording messages to be played back within
group settings.

A very useful app when used correctly, WhatsApp
allows users to instantly message each other,
enabling the use of shared photos within its platform.

A video-sharing app that limits videos to six seconds
or less, Vine has become a platform that contains
sexual images, drug use, nudity and inappropriate
language, but then again, Vine also contains videos
of puppies, kittens and babies as well. If your kids
are on vine, their connections will determine which
of these things they might see.

Only available on Apple devices, this is the selfiecraze for the 12+ crowd. Although Shots of Me users
are not able to place comments under photos that
are shared on this app (eliminating cyberbullying),
the app enables a user’s location and timestamp,
making it easy to find anyone who uses it.
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What should
I say?
It isn’t easy to be a parent today, as the social media revolution
isn’t fizzling out. To use the internet and its apps responsibly, we’ve
rounded up some tips and tricks for starting the conversation with kids.

Start the conversation

Get familiar with internet etiquette

You know your children best. Sit down with them and
discuss the benefits of the internet – from learning
to social networking to providing entertainment to
creating opportunities. Together, discover the ways in
which the internet will broaden their horizons. In the
same conversation, have a realistic plan for avoiding
misuse of the Internet. Use the language best suited
to your relationship to create a safe, open dialogue.

Just like there are social rules within our local
communities, there are basic online rules that we
should follow online. The most important thing to ask
ourselves – ‘should I really be posting this?’ and ‘will
someone be hurt or offended by this post?’ Taking
10 or 30 seconds to review what we post online and
the repercussions of such posts are part of our social
responsibility.

If your children already use the internet, find out
what sites and apps they are using, how these apps
work, and whether they have had any challenges with
them (like contact with strangers and cyberbullying).
Let your children know that if someone is making
them feel uncomfortable or if someone is saying
harmful or hurtful things to or against them online,
your kids won’t get in trouble with you. They should
feel comfortable in telling you about any negative
online experience they have and know that you will
find ways to help them.

We like to follow the idea that if a post isn’t something
we would share with our family, it’s probably a good
idea not to share it online either.
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Create rules yet realize that you can’t
monitor your children’s moves online
at all times
Create general online rules to keep your children safe
and smart. Make a rule that your children must ask
your permission before downloading any apps on their
mobile device so that you’re aware of them. When
your children want to join social media platforms,
set the profile security settings together to choose
the ones you’re most comfortable with.

Advise your children not to share
passwords with anyone

Setting age limits on your children’s
smartphones, laptops, tablets and desktops

This includes best friends and boyfriend or girlfriends.
Sharing passwords could potentially damage your
child’s online identity, and it’s best to keep these for
their own personal use.

As parents, you can usually set age limits on your
children’s smartphones, laptops, tablets and desktops,
disabling their ability to download or buy particular apps
and programs. As software and hardware upgrade at
lightning speed, and with wearable technology making
its way onto the scene, parents should familiarize
themselves with user manuals to be able to understand
how they work, thereby creating a safe environment
for their children.
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CHAPTER THREE

Important questions
to ask your kids about
the internet
For those children who are already wired in the internet
community, here is a list of very good questions to ask your
children about their usage†

General tech use
1. What is your favorite website? What do you do
on these sites?
2. What websites are your friends into these days?
3. Are you ever contacted by someone online that
you don’t know? If yes, what did they want? What
did you do? How did you respond?
4. Have you ever received a text message from
someone that made you upset? How did you
respond?

5. How do you keep yourself safe online?
6. Do you get concerned that people will read what
others have written about you online that is not
true but think it’s true?
7. Do you ever talk to anyone online that isn’t in
your school?

Cyberbullying
1. Do you ever argue or post hurtful updates on your
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter or other social media
site? Why?
2. Have you ever had to delete a post or comment
on your page that was written by someone else?
3. Does cyberbullying happen a lot? Would you
feel comfort- able telling me if you were being
cyberbullied?
4. Do you think your school takes cyberbullying
seriously?
5. Have you ever had to contact a teacher or
someone else at school because of a cyberthreat? If so, did they do something about it and
did it help?

†† (Source: Sameer Hinduja, Ph.D. and Justin W. Patchin, Ph.D.,
‘Cyberbullying Prevention: Questions Parents Should Ask Their
Children About Technology’, August 2013)
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7. Do you feel like your friends would be supportive of
you if you told them you were being cyberbullied?
8. Do you ever get verbally attacked during online
games?
9. Have you ever had to leave an online game
because someone was bothering you online?
10. Have rumors ever started about you in school,
based on something said online?
11. Did you ever find out who started the rumor? What
did you do when you found out?
12. Have you ever blocked somebody online because
you felt harassed? If so, did that make it stop?

6. Does your school have a way to anonymously
report bullying and cyberbullying?
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Sexting
1. Do you send pictures through text? Do you receive
pictures? If so, from who?

5. Have you ever had anyone do or say anything
inappropriate on Skype or Snapchat?

2. Are kids in school taking a lot of pictures with
their mobile phone cameras? What do they do
with them?

6. Do you know what sexting is? Has any adult at
school ever talked with you about sexting?

3. Do you ever Skype or FaceTime with friends?
4. Do you use Snapchat? Can you explain to me
how it works? Do you think pictures are really
completely gone?

7. Has a stranger ever sent you explicit texts? What
did you do with these texts?
8. Has a friend ever sent you explicit or offensive
texts or pictures?
9. Do you know about the consequences that can
result if you send inappropriate pictures (child
pornography laws)?

Safe Online Social Networking
1. What social networking site do you use most
frequently? How many friends or followers do
you have?
2. What kind of people are you meeting on Instagram
and Facebook? Are you connecting with people
that you know? Or are you meeting people around
the world?
3. Do you get a lot of friend or follow requests from
strangers? If so, how are you handling that?
4. Do you use Twitter? What for? Who do you follow
and who follows you?
5. Do you know how to use the privacy settings on
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter?
6. Do you have them set so that only those you
accept as friends can see what you post? How
do you know who can see your information?
7. What kind of personal information are you posting
online? Have you ever posted your full name? Age?
School? Phone number? Current location?
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8. Have you ever been tagged in a picture in a way
that made you upset?
9. Do you know how to edit your privacy settings
so that if somebody wants to tag you in a post
or photo, you have to approve it?
10. Do you know how to un-tag yourself in pictures?
11. Do you feel like social networking sites should be
used to vent your frustrations? Do your friends
vent on social media? Do people comment? What
do they say?
12. What kind of videos are you watching on YouTube?
Do you ever post videos?
13. Have you ever reported inappropriate videos that
you have seen on YouTube? Or any other website?
14. Does anyone else know your password or
passcode for any site or social media app? What
about for your computer or mobile phone?
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Real-life stories of kids
and the internet
If you’re asking yourself, “how does my family fit into the internet universe?”
here are some answers. Families and young people in Bangladesh, Myanmar,
India and Thailand tell their stories from first-hand experiences on how the
internet has become a powerful tool in their lives, the challenges they have
faced, and the lessons they’ve learned.

Uzma
Muyeed
Bangladesh

Uzma Muyeed is a 43-year-old freelance interior
designer in Bangladesh, and mother of two teenage
children aged 13 and 19. Ms. Muyeed’s children spend
up to four hours per day on the internet, with more use
on the weekends. In Ms. Muyeed’s home, the “internet
is a great way to stay up-to-date on the news, do
research for school projects, and communicate with
friends,” as the family has embraced its capabilities
for work, research and social networking.
Ms. Muyeed says that the most popular internet trend
affecting her children in Bangladesh is Facebook
events. Ms. Muyeed believes that the “internet makes
it very easy for someone to create a whole new, fake
identity using all the information given on social
networking sites.”
Keeping her children safe from online predators and
cyberbullies is a concern that many parents feel
worldwide. As an informed parent, Ms. Muyeed can
empower her family to stay safe online by keeping an
open communication with her children, and having
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an open dialogue with them about their Facebook
connections. In addition to teaching them about
stranger-danger online, Ms. Muyeed can ask that her
children share little information about themselves
on the portion of their Facebook profiles that can be
accessible by the public.
Here’s what Facebook is doing to help parents like
Ms. Muyeed keep the internet safe for her children:
Children under 13 are automatically given a private
profile on Facebook. Strangers cannot automatically
see the personal data on these younger users’ profiles
unless they connect via Friend Request. Facebook
users can adjust their Account Settings to “Private,”
making all links, comments, profile pictures, and
friend lists inaccessible to strangers. Additionally,
parents can ask their children to be cautious about
what “Friends” they accept on Facebook, with the
awareness that not all “Friends” may be who they
say they are.
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Nitipong
Boon-long

Sudhir
Jain

Thailand

India

Nitipong Boon-long is a 45-year-old father of two
tween boys, ages 9 and 12. Mr. Boon-long’s family
is fortunate to have three mobile phones and four
iPads in the home, which results in heavy-internet
usage for his family “all day long whenever possible.”
He feels the most important use of the internet is
for “knowledge and games.” Mr. Boon-long’s boys
are heavily engaged in popular online games such
as Fifa15 and Minecraft, with tablet use being the
device of choice within the home.
Mr. Boon-long considers his family’s biggest concerns
for internet safety to be “hacking private information
and billing fraud,” which can be rampant within
gaming environments. As most of the boys’ internet
use is within the home, Mr. Boon-long has the ability
to monitor usage, however, it is not possible to be at
home with the boys all of the time.

Boon-long says that parents can empower their
families to learn about when NOT to click. In many
gaming environments, pop-up ads and top-up
schemes entice younger users with hard-to-believe
offers, many through seemingly “safe” and “cute”
images. Educating younger users to not click without
adult permission will reduce the risk of hackers,
disabling fraudulent activity. Additionally, many
devices, apps, and programs sometimes have settings
to prevent users from “clicking” on fraudulent banners
and ads. Parents would benefit from reading user
manuals and getting acquainted with games to
prevent identity theft.

Sudhir Jain is a 44 year-old finance professional,
and father of two teenagers. His daughter Shreya is
16 and 14 year-old son Shreyansh are millennial kids
who were exposed to the digital world at a very young
age. With four mobile devices at home, Sudhir’s family
is constantly connected to the internet. The usage
is varied – from online payments, ticket bookings,
school projects, online shopping, games and social
media. There is no aspect of their daily activity that
is not touched by the internet. Sudhir’s children love
to play Pacman, Candy Crush, Angry Birds, Temple
Run and Subway Surfer on the devices.
Sudhir’s family reflects the way internet is consumed
in India; the majority of traffic is driven by applications
like Facebook, Whatsapp, Youtube, Instagram and
ask.fm. Other popular apps include Hungama for
music and Truecaller.
Sudhir feels that the biggest internet concerns for
his family are phishing emails, defamatory messages
and the threat of malware viruses. These threats are
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especially harmful for children who are accessing
internet through smartphones, gaming consoles
and tablets, spending as much as two to three hours
per day online.
Sudhir has attended an internet safety workshop –
Uninor WebWise – in his children’s school and likes
to frequently research the topic to keep himself
updated on risks and cyber threats.
As a parent of teens, Sudhir, and parents like himself,
have to be extra cautious in finding a balance between
giving their children space, and educating them on
the safety aspects. Sudhir feels it is important to make
children aware of online ‘stranger danger,’ and teach
them about appropriate Internet behavior. It is also
important to protect kids from cyber bullying and
exposure to sexual predators. He feels that children
should use the internet under the supervision of
adults and should be guided to use it judiciously.
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Arkar Min Aung
& Wai Yan Min Htay
Myanmar

Wai Yan is a young doctor from Yangon, fresh out of
medical school and his peer, Arkar, also from Yangon,
is a software developer who is now working on ways to
give more Myanmar kids access to online education.
Explains Arkar, “For people who have never
experienced the internet, I would say that it is
something that will connect them with everything
and everyone in the world. I would tell them that the
internet is where we are able to experience things
by asking what we want to know rather than just
consuming whatever the TV and radio provide. I would
also tell them that by having a phone or a computer
which is connected to the internet, they will be able
to see, not just hear, their children or relatives who
are working or living far away from them. It’s really
wonderful when you think about it.”
Wai Yan says that the internet is a completely
different ‘animal’ nowadays – just a few short years
after he first got online. The most obvious difference,
he tells us, is that with mobile phones and wireless
internet, you can get online from anywhere and
in essence, you can “be anyone.” On social media
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channels, you can hide behind fake profiles and surf
the lives of others. You can spread fake information
and also be victimized by fake information. A story he
tells from his work in disease prevention in villages
between Thailand and Myanmar is eye-opening.
“Villagers at one point refused to take the vaccines
we were providing them against Filariasis because
they had read on social media that this was poison
and would kill them,” Wai Yan explains. “Of course
it’s completely untrue. And that’s only one example.
The tip of the iceberg.”
Wai Yan says that what we all need to remember is
to not believe everything we read on the internet, or
believe people we are chatting with online whom we
have not yet met in real life. The internet can – and
is mostly used – for great things. He became a youth
participant at the Telenor Youth Summit and traveled
to Oslo because he found the chance to apply while
on the internet. Without the internet, he would have
never had this opportunity. Such things are more
common than we realize, he says.

Wai Yan and Arkar both agree that supervisors and
parents should take an active interest in how their
kids use the internet. Some parents are ignorant and
think that nothing big can happen to their kids by
using the internet – good or bad. It is very important
for parents to be curious and encouraging, but also
to inform themselves about both the bright side and
the dark side of the internet. Parents should make

their kids feel comfortable to talk to them when they
encounter unsuitable materials on the internet too.
If parents can guide their kids in a positive way on
how to use the internet, kids will be able to benefit
from the internet more than they ever dreamed, Arkar
and Wai Yan say.
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A PARENTS GUIDE

So, how do we continue to
educate ourselves on safe
Internet practices?
The reality is that with the rapidly-changing speed
of the internet, there is no one house of information
available to track your kids’ online usage. What
we can do, however, is continue to keep an open
communication with your children to ensure they
feel safe in sharing knowledge with us, and to report
if something doesn’t seem quite right.
For those who have children kitted out with
smartphones, there are apps available for parents
who wish to track their children’s location, however,
like Life 360, available free on Android and iOS.
TimeAway is a free Android tool that enables parents
to place blocks, app limits, track your child’s location,
and schedule usage time on your child’s smartphone.
Free app MamaBear on Android and iOS helps parents
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keep track of social media activity, manage app
usage, and geo-locates your child with alerts when
they arrive and depart destinations. You can also be
alerted when your child adds contacts, uses words
that are restricted or uploads and tags images on
social media.
The ultimate but very high-priced internet monitoring
software is mSpy, available for all devices and
computers worldwide. Boasting more than a million
users around the globe, mSpy is spyware for your kids,
tracking their web history, images, videos, email, SMS,
keystrokes and more with a 256 bit encryption. In lieu
of this fancy app, good old fashioned conversations
and cooperation with your kids to share their devices
and their history will work too.
For the millions of first-time users and young children, It may seem a bit overwhelming to all of us because
the internet opens the doors to fantastic vaults of our kids today are mostly getting on the internet
information and learning… but also to risks of online
with mobile phones – much harder to supervise and
theft, fraud, bullying, abuse and malware. We’re all monitor all the time. Our kids’ safety while being
responsible for making sure our kids are equipped “online” on their phones is built by the conversations
not just with the means to access the internet, but and trust that we have with them. That’s how they
with the right information to stay safe while learning develop their life skills and grow their resilience in
and communicating on the internet.
the online world. In combination with everything that
we’ve read in this book, here are a few simple rules
to leave you with.
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GLOSSARY & FURTHER READING

Internet
Vocabulary
Algorithm

Limit how much time your kids
spend online

Share internet information
and stay close

Give your kids a set amount of free online time to chat,
play games or get on social sites, but after that, limit
their computers’ or mobile phones’ use to homework
or productive activities.

Have them show you their favorite websites and other
internet services and make sure you have information
for any accounts that they have online. Do not allow
your kids to share their passwords with anyone else
but you. When your kids are on the internet, try to
keep a central area of your home for internet use
only so that your children are at least nearby when
they’re online.

Keep talking and learning together
with your children
Talk about and ask questions about technology with
each other. Communicate openly and try to keep the
tone positive and trusting. It’s important that your kids
know that they can talk to you – about good things
and about bad things, like when they make a mistake
on the internet or visit a site that they shouldn’t have.
It’s important that they aren’t punished too harshly
when they make a mistake because you don’t want
them to not tell you about it the next time.
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The bottom line? Set rules, critique content and
openly communicate with your kids. Keeping kids
safe means setting guidelines and having critical
and non-judgmental discussions about internet
behavior. If your children feel comfortable with these
conversations, they will be more likely to let you know
when they run into a problem online – like a bully or
a bad website or a questionable online personality.
These are some of the keys to a safe and enriching
online world.

Mathematical calculations based on procedural
steps to process data and produce systematic
reasoning. Example: Facebook’s algorithm helps
users to discover content that is relevant to the user’s
preferences and history. The Facebook algorithm also
understand how a user likes to “be” on Facebook to
show information relevant to the user.

Blog
Typically an informal, conversational website or web
page authored by an individual or group. Example:
suitcasesandstrollers.com, a travel blog written by
Singapore mum blogger Aimee Chan.

Cyberbullying
Bullying behavior that occurs online, via chatrooms,
social media, and e-mail. Cyberbullying is usually
threatening and intimidating, and considered
dangerous communication between Internet users.

App
Short for “application software”, and app is a
computer program used on mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets. Example: Google Maps is
an interactive map app that uses GPS (global
positioning system) technology to help users with
locations and directions.

Chatroom
A place on the internet that offers immediate,
interactive communication with users.

Embedded media
Media files and players that are included in web
pages, such as GIF animation, video clips, and audio
players.
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READING

Hacker
An internet user who uses electronic data to gain
access to other user’s data. Hackers can often gain
access to personal information such as bank accounts
and user profiles to perform identity theft.

Platform
In hardware and software, a framework that enables
particular software to run

Selfie
When one takes a photograph of him or herself, this is
called a “selfie”. Usually, selfies are taken with a user’s
own smartphone and shared through social media.
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Online predator
Someone who uses the internet to locate someone
in a harmful way, especially someone who uses the
Internet to lure children into danger.

Search engine
A program on the internet that provides search
capabilities for users, usually by keywords and
characters, to find information on the World Wide
Web.

Social media
Apps and websites where users interact in social
networking on the internet, with content sharing
capabilities. Popular examples are Twitter, LinkedIn,
and Facebook.

Social profile
Within social networks, a user’s profile is that user’s
identity, usually containing information about user’s
location, user name, preferences, marital status,
gender, and the like.

Streaming media
Media, like a video, a song, or even a football game
that you watch online, when sent to your computer
or mobile phone in a continuous stream of data over
the internet.

Virus malware
Dangerous software programs on the internet
that spread rapidly, usually in the form of spyware
(software that spies on computers to extract personal
data).

Social wall
In social media, a social wall is a section of a user’s
profile where other users can write messages, share
links and photos.

Viral
Rapid spreading of information and content through
social networks, websites, and email on the Internet.

Voip programs
Voice over internet protocol software (and sometimes
hardware) that enables telephone calls by internet
transmission.
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